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Chaotic processes have the property that relatively small numerical errors tend 
to grow exponentially fast. In an iterated process, if errors double each iterate and 
numerical calculations have 50-bit (or 15-digit) accuracy, a true orbit through a 
point can be expected to have no correlation with a numerical orbit after 50 
iterates. On  the other hand, numerical studies often involve hundreds of thou- 
sands of iterates. One may therefore question the validity of such studies. A 
relevant result in this regard is that of Anosov and Bowen who showed that 
systems which are uniformly hyperbolic will have the shadowing property: a 
numerical (or noisy) orbit will stay close to (shadow) a true orbit for all time. 
Unfortunately, chaotic processes typically studied do not have the requisite uni- 
form hyperbolicity, and the Anosov-Bowen result does not apply. We report 
r igorous results for nonhyperbolic systems: numerical orbits typically can be 
shadowed by true orbits for long time periods. 6 1987 Academic PESS, I I-C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerical experiments are crucial to the development of insight into 
the behavior of dynamical systems. The dynamics of many of these sys- 
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terns would remain largely hidden were it not for the capabilities of mod- 
ern high-speed computers. However, a central question must be faced 
when utilizing such numerical results: In what sense do the numerical 
experiments with their inherent computer roundoff error reflect the true 
dynamics of the actual system? 
It is the nature of chaotic processes that different orbits starting close 
together will move apart rapidly. When following a orbit numerically, the 
standard accuracy in a Cray X-MP computer is about 14 digits. We may 
then suppose that roundoff error will cause errors of order IO-i4 (for 
processes involving quantities of order 1). For chaotic systems such as 
the logistic map (or in two dimensions, the Henon map), distances be- 
tween two nearby orbits on the average grow geometrically on every 
iterate. For example, suppose that the distance roughly doubles on every 
iterate (this is a fairly typical situation). At that rate two true orbits start- 
ing lo-i4 apart will be more than 1 unit apart after just 50 iterates: the error 
will be of the same order of magnitude as the variables themselves. The 
implication is that roundoff error on just the first step is sufficient to 
destroy totally the ability to predict just 50 iterates later. 
Numerical experiments in dynamics often involve thousands, or even 
millions, of iterates of a process. It is therefore of crucial importance to 
understand how much of what we see in computer-generated pictures of 
chaotic attractors are artifacts due to chaos-amplified roundoff error, and 
how much is real. While a numerical orbit will diverge rapidly from the 
true orbit with the same initial point, there often exists a different true 
orbit with a slightly different initial point which stays near the noisy orbit 
for a long time. We have rigorous numerical procedures to test whether 
there exists a true orbit which stays near the noisy orbit for a long time. If 
the test result is positive, we expect the noisy orbit to be a very good 
approximation to the true dynamics of the actual chaotic process. Calcu- 
lations were done on a Cray X-MP which thereby defines the roundoff 
procedure (-14 digit precision). With the help of the computer we were 
able to prove the following result for the logistic map: 
x, = ax,(l - x,). 
Let p,, denote the nth point of the Cray-generated orbit of the logistic 
map using a = 3.8 and initial point p. = 0.4. 
THEOREM. There is a true orbit {x,,} of the logistic map for which p,, is 
within a distance of lo-’ of x, for 10’ iterates (i.e., for each n = 0, 1, 2, 
. . .) 107). 
After some time n > lo’, there may not be any true orbit staying near 
the numerical orbit. We then say that the numerical orbit has separated 
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from the true orbits. The computer is used to make rigorous calculations 
to see if that event has happened for n < 10’. We expect 10’ iterates prior 
to separation to be typical for low-dimension chaotic processes, including 
Hamiltonian processes, which are iterated on 1Cdigit precision com- 
puters. For a given numerical orbit, separation could occur much earlier 
than that. As an example, for the logistic map with the same initial point 
PO, the conclusion of the theorem is also true for a = 3.6, 3.625, 3.65, 3.7, 
3.75, 3.86, 3.91. But for a = 3.75 andPo = 0.3, or a = 3.91 andpo = 0.7, 
the conclusion does not hold because a separation occurs prior to the 
107th iterate. However, each orbit (that is, each dynamical system and 
each initial point) must be tested separately, and when such a test is 
successful, the result is a similar theorem. Our computers are able to 
prove one such theorem every 20 min. More generally, if low-dimensional 
maps are iterated with 2M-digit accuracy, we expect there to exist true 
orbits staying within 10PM of the numerical orbit for an average of -lOM 
iterates before separation. There are, however, constants of proportional- 
ity that will depend on the chaotic process. 
In Section 2, we present various relevant definitions and discuss pre- 
vious work on this subject. The method of proof of the preceding theorem 
for the logistic map is given in Section 3. The numerical results obtained 
by applying the procedure outlined in the proof to a variety of initial 
conditions and parameters, are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, a 
similar theorem for the Henon map is stated, as well as concluding re- 
marks. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS RESULTS 
Although it is perhaps more intuitive to think of a dynamical process 
modeled by a system of ordinary differential equations, in fact it suffices 
to look at maps of the form 
The time-one map for an ordinary differential equation will define such a 
discrete map. Given some initial point ~0, iteration of the map f will 
generate a sequence of points x0, x1 , x2, . . . , xN. This is called a (true) 
orbit, or a trajectory, and it will be represented {x,}~=~. 
DEFINITION. A true orbit {x,}!=‘=, satisfies x,+~ = f(x,J. 
However, when a computer is used to iterate a mapf, numerical round- 
off errors are encountered. Therefore numerically we are actually com- 
puting 
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Pn+l = f(Pn) + &I, 
where & is some small error due to roundoff. The term & depends both on 
the computer and on the algorithm. This generates a sequence {P,,}:& 
which is called a noisy orbit or a pseudo-orbit. Furthermore, there is some 
maximum noise amplitude 6, > 0 such that 
IA = IPn+l - f(Pn)l < 4.u OSnsN. 
DEFINITION. {p,}EI’=o is a Qpseudo-orbit for f if jpn+l - f(p,)l < 8,) 
OsnlN. 
A noisy orbit is said to be shadowed if each point of the noisy orbit is 
near a corresponding point of the true orbit. 
DEFINITION. The true orbit {x,}~=‘=, &shadows {p,,}r=~ if IX, - p,J < 
&,Oz~niN. 
Shadowing was originally discussed for a restricted class of maps, 
namely those diffeomorphisms that are hyperbolic. For maps with a cha- 
otic attractor, this means essentially that each point x in the attractor must 
have a stable manifold and an unstable manifold: under the mapf, infini- 
tesimal displacements in the stable direction decay exponentially while 
infinitesimal displacements in the unstable direction grow exponentially. 
To be hyperbolic, it is required that the angle between stable and unstable 
directions is bounded away from zero. If these requirements are satisfied, 
it is possible to show (Anosov, 1967; Bowen, 1975) that a true orbit can be 
found near the noisy numerical orbit for arbitrarily long times. 
SHADOW LEMMA (Anosou, Bowen). Zffis hyperbolic, then for every 
6, > 0 there is a Sp > 0 such that every &pseudo-orbit for f is 6,- 
shadowed. 
In this work we investigate nonhyperbolic systems for which the shad- 
owing lemma does not apply. There exist lim ited results for such systems. 
Coven et al. (preprint, 1986) have shown that tent maps (certain piece- 
wise linear maps of the interval) have the shadowing property for almost 
all parameters. However, the theorem gives a very restrictive sufficient 
condition for shadowing; e.g., a choice of S, = lo-lo as the shadowing 
distance requires a noise level S, no greater than about 10-lo’o. To apply 
this result with this a,, numerical calculations would have to be made with 
an accuracy of lOi0 digits. 
Other results for one-dimensional maps have been obtained by Nusse 
and Yorke (preprint, 1986) for a one-parameter family of tent maps or 
quadratic maps. They examine situations in which $,-noisy orbits evalu- 
ated at a parameter ~0 can be shadowed by true orbits evaluated at a 
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nearby parameter Z.L = CL,-, + 8,. Thus the i&-noisy PO-orbit can be shad- 
owed by the true p-orbit for all time. The estimates are reasonable, but 
the techniques have not been generalized to higher-dimensional systems. 
In this paper, we describe a rigorous computer-aided method of proof 
for determining how long the shadowing property applies to orbits on 
nonhyperbolic attractors in one dimension. The technique of the proof is 
shown for the logistic map. The procedure can be extended to higher- 
dimensional systems (cf. Section 5 for a shadowing result for the Henon 
map). 
Simply stated, our goal is to be able to generate a numerical orbit and 
then to calculate rigorously how long a true orbit exists near the numerical 
orbit. We can then directly compute how close the true trajectory is to the 
numerical trajectory. 
3. ONE-DIMENSIONAL SHADOWING 
We shall first examine the logistic map,f(x) = ~(1 - x) for values of a 
and initial conditions x0 for which the dynamics appear to be chaotic 
(i.e., the numerical Lyapunov exponent is positive). A pseudo-orbit (or 
noisy orbit) {p,}~Eo is computed, 
Pn+l = &f-b”) + &I, I&l < 6,. 
Calculations were made on a Cray X-MP, and thus the pseudo-orbit be- 
low refers specifically to the numerical orbit on that computer for which 6, 
= 3 x 10-14. 
THEOREM. For N = 107, the pseudo-orbit {P,,}&~ with a = 3.8 and p. 
= 0.4 is &shadowed by a true orbit {x,}f& within 6, = lOMa. 
Method ofproof. The method can be thought of as a form of interval 
arithmetic. A true orbit {x,}~=‘=, is selected by finding a sequence of inter- 
vals {Zn}~Fo, such that 
We use the set of intervals {Z,}r=o to bound the location of each x, without 
actually knowing the location of x, within Z, . 
The intervals {Zn}f=o are defined by starting with the endpoint interval 
IN. Choose XN = PN and set ZN to be the one-point interval [ pN , PN]. Given 
some interval Z,, , select I,-, so that 
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This requirement is called the nesting condition. The computer verifica- 
tion of this condition will be described at the end of the proof. 
If the intervals {In}:=‘=0 are successfully determined, then given x, E Z,, , 
(*) implies that x, E f(Zn-1). Thus there exists X,-I E 1,-r such that 
x, = fh-11, 
and {x,}~& is a true trajectory with x,, E Z, for all IZ = 0, . . . , N. 
The reason that this procedure works for chaotic orbits is that the mapf 
is expanding on average: thus typically 
ii If’<PJ + 1. 
i=o 
For small intervals Z,, near p,, we may typically expect that f(Z,,) is larger 
than Z,. Thus the crux of the method is to start with the endpoint pi rather 
than PO, and work back, since the map is contracting for backward iter- 
ates. 
If Zaml is chosen sufficiently large, the condition (*) can be verified 
numerically since there is a bound on error size when f is evaluated at 
points in [0, 11. On the other hand, if In-i is chosen too large it may be 
impossible to define ZnP2 satisfying (*). Thus the objective at each step is 
to choose I,-1 just big enough that (*) can be guaranteed to hold. For the 
case described in the theorem, the length of Z,, is always less than lo-r8. 
When computing {p,}~+, Cray single precision is used (machine epsilon 
ECL = 2-47 = 7.11 X 10-15). However, the intervals {Zn}~=o are computed 
using Cray double-precision arithmetic (machine epsilon Ed = 2-95 = 2.52 
x 10-29). 
We next examine the relation between the noisy orbit and the nested 
intervals which contain the true orbit. Denote the interval Z, = [ii, i,‘], 
and let 
M4 = max{lp, - ill, Ipn - iill. 
Then 
gives a shadowing bound since 
(Observe that the intervals are constructed in double precision-having a 
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maximum length of = lo-is, while 6, = 1O-8. Thus it is actually unimpor- 
tant which point in the interval Z,, is used to measure S,.) 
The computer must verify the nesting condition f(Z,- I) > Z,, for each 
n=l,2,. . . ) N - 1. Begin by defining the endpoint interval IN = [PN, 
pN]. Given an interval Z,, we show how to construct I,-,. The computer 
verification proceeds by constructing an interval I-1 as a first approxima- 
tion to Z,-1. This is done by first taking the inverse of the endpoints of a 
thickened version of In: I,-, = f^-‘(ZJ. The thickened version of Z, is 
defined Z,, = [ii - 2-90, i,’ + 2-9. f”andf-l are the computer approxima- 
tions tofandf-i, respectively. Definef-l (a) by requiring that for each IZ, 
the interval Z,, must lie on the same side of the critical point (i.e., the point 
1 sincef’(t) = 0) as does p,,: sgn(il - t) = sgn(i; - t) = sgn( Pn - a). 
Next, I,-, is further thickened iteratively until the new larger interval 
i,-l satisfies 
An upper bound can be found for the difference between f”<Z,-J and 
f&-i): for 0 < x < 1, and 0 < a < 4, 
f(x) - 25&p <f”(x) <f(x) + 25&,, 
where Ed = 2-95 (-2.52 x 10-29) is the Cray X-MP double-precision ma- 
chine epsilon. Let I,-, = [ii-i, i,‘- ,I, and then define 
I,-1 = [i,=, - 10-25, c-, + 10-251. 
While it may not always be possible to find I,-, as required, the theorem 
reports that for the case in question, the intervals were in fact found and 
the furthest point of Z,, from p,, was always less than lops. 
4. FURTHERRESULTS AND A CONJECTURE 
The theorem in the preceding section is specific to one initial condition 
and ooze parameter value. It appears to be typical in that no special trial 
and error procedure was used to find it, aside from the requirement that 
parameter a was chosen so that the trajectory appeared chaotic. Most 
values of a between 3.6 and 4.0 meet this criterion. The determination of 
the separation time N depends on verification of the nesting condition for 
each N 2 0. The nesting condition fails whenever i: > a/4 for some m, 
sincef-‘(d) is not defined. This is called a breakdown. It is to be expected 
that both the shadowing distance and the length of the shadowed orbit 
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between breakdowns will depend on the noise amplitude 6,. We therefore 
present the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. G iven a noise amplitude 6,) we expect to find 6, 5 X$ 
for a chaotic orbit length N = l/V’&. 
We believe that this relationship will apply to any map having “qua- 
dratic” critical points:f) # 0 whenf’ = 0. We also believe that it holds for 
typical two-dimensional maps. We rigorously determined the breakdown 
time for 
a = 3.6, 3.625, 3.65, 3.7, 3.75, 3.8, 3.86, 3.91, 
and several different initial conditions PO. Also, we varied the noise ampli- 
tude artificially by examining the modified map 
x,+I = ax,(l - x,) + SP cos(arg), at-g = n (mod 997). 
The term 6, cos(arg) is used as an error term of magnitude SP. We have 
established lower bounds for the separation times. In fact our lower 
bounds are often equal to the separation times. The results of these calcu- 
lations are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In these figures, each point represents 
one rigorous estimate of the separation for some parameter value a and 
6,. We have investigated this relationship by varying 6, between 3 x lo-l4 
and 10m8. In Fig. I we show the relation between noise amplitude and 
Norse Amplitude 6, 
FIG. 1. Separation time as a function of noise amplitude. When no separation occurred 
for the entire orbit of length lo’, the point was plotted at N  = 10’. The two circled points 
each represent eight different orbits with N = 10’. Otherwise the point shows the average 
separation time N. The straight line N = l/% shows the conjectured separation time. 
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FIG. 2. Shadowing distance 6, as a function of noise for the points shown in Fig. 1. 6, 
represents the maximum shadowing distance over 10’ iterates. The line 6, = V& shows the 
conjectured relation between shadowing distance and noise. 
length of true orbit shadowing before breakdown occurs. In Fig. 2, the 
shadowing distance 8, as a function of noise amplitude is shown for each 
orbit plotted in Fig. 1. Each point represents an iteration process of length 
107. If no separation breakdown occurred for the entire orbit of length 107, 
a point is plotted at separation time N = 107. On the other hand, if a 
separation breakdown occurs before lo7 iterates have occurred, the shad- 
owing process for that particular orbit is terminated, and a new process is 
started beyond the breakdown point. In this case, N represents the aver- 
age separation time, and 6, gives the maximum shadowing distance over 
the lo7 iterates. 
5. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SHADOWING 
A similar investigation was conducted using the Henon map 
x,+1 = 1 - ax; + y, 
Y~+I = -Jxn, 
where J is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the map. We exam- 
ined this map for J = -0.3 and for values of a and initial conditions (x0, yO) 
which yield a positive Lyapunov exponent along the orbit. 
In our experiments, a noisy orbit {pn}c;i=o was numerically created with 
N = 106. Let a = 1.4 and now let fdenote the Henon map. The pseudo- 
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orbit {p,}f&, is generated on a Cray X-MP, with Ipn+, - f(p,)j < 10-13. 
We then have 
THEOREM. Forgo = (0, 0), thepseudo-orbit{P,}~='=ooflength N = lo6 
is &-shadowed by a true orbit within 6, = lo-*. 
The proof is similar to the one-dimensional case in the construction of 
nested sets on an interval. In a two-dimensional system, a parallelogram 
is used to confine the true orbit. The sides of the parallelogram are parallel 
to the stable and unstable subspaces, and the nested intervals are defined 
in the stable and unstable subspaces. 
We have constructed a robust procedure to prove that true orbits exist 
near numerically obtained noisy orbits. The technique should apply to 
many two-dimensional maps, both dissipative as well as conservative. 
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